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Performance Notes
General:
Accidentals apply only to the note-heads which they precede and do not carry through the measure. 
The one exception to this rule applies to consecutive articulations of the same pitch in which case only 
one accidental is used for all sequences of two or more 
identical pitches.   











Crescendos arising imperceptibly from silence (no audible attack) and decrescendos fading 





Grace-note passages should be executed as fast as possible, albeit in a manner that is extremely precise and well 
articulated. These passages are notated in the following manner:
2 Woodwinds: Flute; Bb Clarinet
2 Brass: Tenor Trombone; French Horn in F
1 Piano
1 Double Bass with C Extension and Amplifier
1 Drum Set (Kick Drum, Snare, Piccolo Snare, Hi-Hat, Crash Cymbal, Taped Splash Cymbal, Ride Cymbal)
1 Percussion: 1 Player (Crotales (Chromatic Set), Low & Medium Gong, Vibraphone)
Performance Notes Continued
Percussion/Drum Set:


















1    2     3     4    5     6      7    8     9
Specific drums heads and sizes should be selected according to the notated specifications of
the piece. For example, the written score often calls for short and well articulated attacks from the
bass/kick drum, which would be easily executed by a small bass drum (possibly with a damper) resulting 
in a relatively dry and centered sound, capable of being played at several dynamic levels. The 
percussionist is encouraged to develop/articulate a personal collection of drum set sounds/timbres within 
the specifications of the piece. 
The percussionist may wish to use drumsticks with soft mallet heads at the butt of the stick for passages 
in which rapid stick changes are called for. All stick changes are notated in the score, with the exception of 
those changes resulting in brief cymbal rolls/tremolos found in the midst of drum set literature to be 
performed with drum sticks. All cymbal rolls in the piece should be performed with soft mallets whenever 
possible and/or practical. 
Woodwinds & Brass:
In some instances, when executing crescendi from silence and decrescendi into silence, the trombonist 
and/or clarinetist may wish to reinforce the specified dynamic transformation through strategic positioning 
of the bell of the musical instrument. For example, the clarinetists/trombonist may wish to point the bell of 
his/her instrument directly at the ground, gradually lifting it towards its normal position, when executing a 
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Organic & With Great Rhythmic Precision
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(M. 50-57: Only Crotales & Gongs)
Assertive & Precise































































































































































































Use Piccolo, If Necessary 
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...adding a radiating quality to 
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(M. 68-78: Piano (L.H.) is playing half notes
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(Make sure 5:2 groupings
lock w/half-notes in piano part
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Drum Set: Feel Quarter Note as the pulse 
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MODULATION: Eighth note duration
inside 5:2 tuplet (Flute in Measure 78)
is equal to the (pure) eighth note duration
at the new tempo of 100 BPM in M. 79 
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Rhythmic Unison w/Piano L.H.
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Close Brass Voicing: 
French Horn Sounds: G
Trombone Sounds: F 1/4 Sharp
Close Brass Voicing: 
French Horn Sounds: G
Trombone Sounds: F 1/4 Sharp
French Horn & Trombone: 
Fuse with vibraphone chords (!)
French Horn & Trombone: 
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French Horn Sounds: G
Trombone Sounds: F 1/4 Sharp
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French Horn Sounds: G
Trombone Sounds: F 1/4 Sharp
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Eighth note duration in M. 89 becomes
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w/Bass
Close Brass Voicing: 
French Horn Sounds: C
Trombone Sounds: B 1/4 Flat
Close Brass Voicing: 
French Horn Sounds: C
Trombone Sounds: B 1/4 Flat
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...clarinet fading in & out as if being 
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Close Brass Voicing: 
French Horn Sounds: G
Trombone Sounds: F 1/4 Sharp
Close Brass Voicing: 
French Horn Sounds: G
Trombone Sounds: F 1/4 Sharp
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Close Brass Voicing: 
French Horn Sounds: G
Trombone Sounds: F 1/4 Sharp
Close Brass Voicing: 
French Horn Sounds: G
Trombone Sounds: F 1/4 Sharp
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Close Brass Voicing: 
French Horn Sounds: G
Trombone Sounds: F 1/4 Sharp
Close Brass Voicing: 
French Horn Sounds: G
Trombone Sounds: F 1/4 Sharp
...cascading gestures with overlapping lines 
as if more than one pianist were playing...
...snare/buzz rolls just loud enough
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F HOLD PEDAL DOWN...(sempre)
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(Normal Snare Attack 
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...just loud enough to color
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Piano & Drum Set should
blend & fuse together to
create the impression of
one hybrid instrument
Piano & Drum Set should
blend & fuse together to
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...as if playing in an imgainary folk
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VIBRAPHONE (RIGHT HAND): E & G#
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MODULATION: Quarter note duration
inside 5:2 tuplet (Drum Set in Measure 258)
is equal to the (pure) eighth note duration
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